Indonesia has put huge interest on the development of special administrative area for improving its national economy. Thus, the Batam Free Trade Zone (FTZ) was opened in the 1970s. However, rapid development on the island only started in the 1990s after a boost from Singapore-Johor-Riau triangle plan, led by the former. 
Introduction
Ever since the success of export oriented approach applied by a number of East Asian countries, particularly Japan, Indonesia has been very interested in replicating the model. Japan was the first to apply the model, followed by typically small Asian countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, and South Korea. In the 1980s the second tier followers of the model emerge, albeit larger countries than the previous. The pattern resembles the flying geese formation, with Japan in front being the leader of the formation, a prediction first observed by Akamatsu (Kumagai, 2012) . The model promised a success in terms of industrial advancement of a country. To pump export in the post economic reform in the 1970s, the government needs to invite significant amount of investment, as in the early stage of market economy Indonesia didn't have enough savings to be turned into industrial investment. Therefore, a designated area with a preferential policy was set up in a small island near busy area of Malacca strait (see graphic 1). The area was named Batam Free Trade Zone, and it was first opened at the end of 1978.
The zone was very strategically located, in a close proximity to the much more developed Singapore. Following the location, a set of fiscal incentives is employed (see table 1 ). In its early days, the zone was designed to be the better competition to Singapore, a strategy which then completely failed as Batam was not ready in supporting foreign investment. After a brief period, the Indonesian government shifted strategy by seeking the benefit from Singapore's excessive growth, or famously known as the 'balloon theory' [12] . The theory was proposed by BJ Habibie, then the first director of Batam FTZ. [10] . The plan is more commonly known as the Sijori plan, which stands for SingaporeJohor-Riau growth triangle.
The Sijori plan make way for the creation of the first industrial park, the Batamindo, which opened in 1992. It is a joint venture operation between Singapore and Indonesia, in which the Singaporean part operates the park while the Indonesian counterpart provides facilities and support [13] . Since then, a growing number of industrial estates began to operate in Batam. To date, there are around 1700 foreign companies doing their business inside around 20 industrial parks [5] .
Batam FTZ has actually brought significant development on the island for the last thirty years. But its accomplishments were tarnished by a significant lack of development in the more advanced sector, which are innovation and business sophistication.
Entering its fourth decades, the zone was expected to be the perfect example of how an economy can improve its industry through export orientation and free trade mechanism, as suggested by classical theories using Heckscher-Ohlin model [4] which then combined with Ricardo-Viner model [9] . The finding is that establishment of a duty free zone or free trade zone can improve national welfare through export promotion.
Confirming the above result from empirical evidences, Farole and Akinchi (2011) shows that a preferential policy can enhance industrial competitiveness by way of attracting FDI. They observed that the early wave of regional preferential policy was mainly aims at providing fiscal incentives to value added industries and improving investment climate, while the latter generation of zone policies is giving more attention in improving backward linkages. However, in contrast with both authors, Millberg The geographical distribution of the questionnaires is shown in Graphic 2 below, including several parks that was targeted for the research but eventually unable to be accessed.
Considering the limited number of samples, violation of assumptions is expected during analysis. Exact test, following Fischer [7] is used as it's known to be more accurate with small numbers of data. Each cell of the 2x2 table are labeled 
Result and Discussion

On competitiveness
The result of the survey shows that overall competitiveness scores for the Batam FTZ is 2.98. The overall result was not something that is really bad, but it was also a result that the government cannot be too proud of. Among 12 variables, institutions, business sophistication and innovation are among the competitiveness variables that scored lowly (see table 3 ). Meanwhile, productivity is considered as the highest variable of competitiveness.
One of highest component of competitiveness according to the result are infrastructures, both basic and advanced. This came as no surprise as the government spent decades on building more and more reliable infrastructures, especially roads and ports. The section below tries to establish a relationship between the problem of the key variables and the advanced variables.
What went wrong?
Batam FTZ's problem lies on several variables that considered as basic, such as institution and governance. Everywhere else in the world, mostly government or zone operator would give extra attention to improve their institutional setting as to be able to attract more investment to the zone. That is also the case in Batam. A special autonomous body (BP Batam) was formed in order to manage the zone. Its role was crucial during the 80s and 90s in providing assistance to foreign corporations. However, during the decentralization process following the 1998 reform, institutional changes had taken effect in the area. Local government (The City Government of Batam) with more autonomous power were introduced, resulting in a dual authority in the zone. International Conference on Social and Political Issues (ICSPI 2016) between institutions and innovation. The later variable consisted of two components.
The first is related to research and development activity, which the zone lacks off. The result confirmed Campenhout and Graaf (2013) that found out the lack of industrial upgrading in Batam. Upgrading in this sense is the evident of a more value-adding and knowledge based activity, such as research, designing, and development activity.
These tasks are largely still carried out by industries headquarter or regional headquarter in Singapore. The second part of innovation variable is related to business sophistication, that is the ability of the foreign industry to strengthen backward linkage in the FTZ. One of the measurement is the ability of local industry to support foreign companies. Although the overall score only showing slight dissatisfaction, it came from the fact that access to foreign market is easy, not because of the reliability of local supplier.
It remains the problem of both the central and local government to settle down institutional conflicts. Several measures has been carried out by the central government, such as to upgrade FTZ status into SEZ (Special Economic Zone) with the idea to limit city government's role [5] . Under the new concept, the zone operator would be responsible directly to the governor of Riau Island. However, it is yet to be seen the effect of this new regulation.
Conclusion
After Batam's status from FTZ to an SEZ, however currently there is not enough evidence to judge the result yet. Only after the institutional settings are improved, that the island will be able to experience industrial upgrading. In turn, hopefully it can be a model of development for other areas in Indonesia.
